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Research Grants Return for Smaller Firms  

 
By Andrew Webb  

Of the Journal 
    TECH BYTES: After 
hibernating for a year when its 
funding dried up, the New 
Mexico SBIR Outreach Center 
has re-emerged with a year of 
new programs, including 
expanded financial assistance 
for its smallest customers. 
    SBIR is government speak 
for Small Business Innovation 
Research grants— funding 
from government agencies like 
NASA or the Department of 
Health issued to companies for 
the purpose of solving those 
agencies' most pressing 
problems. The Department of 
Defense alone issues more 
than $1 billion in such grants 
annually. 
    The grants, which are 
typically doled out in three 
phases, can exceed $750,000. 
    Nearly all federal agencies 
maintain wish lists for various 
technologies— such as sensors, weapons, medicines or software— with the 
hopes that private companies will not only build them but will eventually take 
them to the commercial market. 
    Nearly 100 SBIR grants are issued to New Mexico companies annually, 
making it the country's sixth largest per capita recipient of such awards, 
according to Barbara Stoller, director of the New Mexico outreach center. 
    By that measure, "we're pretty comparable to California," she said. 
    One of those is Rio Rancho-based Senspex— an eight-person company 
founded in 2002 that chose to eschew traditional startup funding mechanisms 
like venture capital. 
    Senspex builds and installs security and surveillance systems using off-the-
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shelf technology. 
    But it is using that revenue, and several SBIR grants received over the years, 
to develop sensors that quickly detect and warn of chemical or biological 
contaminants in water. The technology, which is designed to be portable, could 
be used to test municipal water supplies, industrial waste water or even 
recreation spots like beaches or pools. 
    Security system installation "is how we remain afloat," says Senspex co-
founder and Vice President Janelle Anthone. "Our ultimate goal has always 
been to have our own, patentable products." 
    Senspex is developing the sensor technology under an SBIR grant from the 
Department of Defense to test water purified in the field for drinking. Current 
testing, she said, is unreliable, time consuming and expensive. 
    Senspex's sensor technology uses optical instruments scaled to the size of a 
computer chip. It is developing the devices with the help of the Center for 
High Tech Materials at the University of New Mexico, one of several so-called 
Centers of Technical Excellence set up with state grants in the 1980s. 
    Once Senspex proves the concept under a recently received $750,000 Phase 
II SBIR grant, Anthone says she hopes the technology will see use by 
municipalities worldwide to prove the potability of water after disasters or 
other threats to supplies. 
    The SBIR program is predicated on the concept that government agencies 
want reliable technology but do not want to be in the manufacturing business. 
    "It will be a cost-saving method for the Army to have this device, but the 
DOD also wants to know that there are commercial applications, that you, a 
small company, will be able to take it to market successfully," she said. 
    Senspex first approached the SBIR Outreach Office in 2002. The office 
provided a $1,000 grant for a writer to handle the exhaustive SBIR proposal. It 
has gone on to receive several government grants. 
    The company was in this year's Flying 40, an annual ranking of New 
Mexico's fastest-growing tech businesses, reporting an income of nearly $2 
million, up from less than $70,000 in its first year. 
    OUTREACH CENTER REBORN: The SBIR Outreach Center, which has 
existed in some form or another since the mid-1990s, began facing federal and 
local funding cuts in 2004 and 2005, and technically did not exist last year, 
though Stoller says she continued to work with its clients. 
    It relaunched this month with the help of New Mexico Tech. 
    Technology Ventures Corp., a nonprofit startup capital matchmaking 
organization, houses the office. 
    The center offers quarterly workshops featuring national speakers on the ins-
and-outs of proposal writing. As of this year, it will offer $5,000 proposal-
writing grants for very small startups— up from $1,000 previously. It will also 



partner with New Mexico Tech to offer internships to students. 
    The next workshop, titled "How To Win an SBIR Award & Take It to 
Market," will be August 1 and 2 at the UNM Science and Technology Park. 
The cost is $100, including meals. 
    For more information, call 844-9623. 
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